AI’s Role in Modern Customer Support Centers

The future landscape of customer support centers is being reshaped by AI’s burgeoning influence. With AI investments eclipsing $10 billion in Q1 2023, the imperative to adapt has never been more compelling.

We seek insights from recognized experts like you to elucidate this transformation. Share your knowledge on how AI acts not as a replacement, but as an augmenter, of human capabilities. Provide strategies on harnessing AI-driven tools that refine response times, minimize errors, and amplify operational efficiency.

Join the discussion and share your wisdom in our edition, AI’s Role in Modern Customer Support Centers Best Practices!
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Impact our audience
Your sponsored essays, white papers, and case studies will be printed in a special section of CRM magazine, preceded by an introduction by our publisher, Bob Fernekees, with extensive distribution via our magazine and website, www.destinationCRM.com.

Generate leads for your sales force
- PDF requests will be driven through a registration form capturing complete contact and qualifying information.
- Leads will be distributed to all sponsors in this section via a secure link that you can access 24/7.

Enormous distribution, reach, and frequency
- Published in CRM magazine (21,000 subscribers)
- Inclusion in digital version of CRM magazine
- 32,000 email invitations to download a PDF of this special section (twice) — you get the leads
- 1 month of homepage promotion on www.destinationCRM.com (70,000 visitors per month)
- Social media campaign on Twitter (26,500 followers), Facebook (2,729), and LinkedIn (2,766)
- Distributed on all of CRM magazine’s social networks throughout the month
- Inclusion in all eight eWeekly newsletters (45,000 per issue — 360,000 total)
- Archived on destinationCRM.com for 1 year
- Editorial and production services included — copyediting, layout, and design

Your editorial topics can range from:
- Third-party white papers or white paper abstracts
- Successful customer case studies
- Your company’s unique value proposition or market position
- A behind-the-scenes look at your technology solution and why it’s important
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